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VALUESVALUES
Does your life have sufficient Direction?
Values are abstract ideals. They are important because they are your personal principles that direct your life and 
provide you with meaning. They determine who you are, shape who you will become, and explain who you were. 
They are attained by achieving and pursuing goals. Hence, knowing what is most important to you not only 
determines your life, but gives a sense of direction to it. A major reason why some people are not happy is because 
they do not know what they want to do with their life. Such individuals lack a clear image of what they want. 
Almost certainly they will not have consciously determined their most important values, let alone set goals based 
on their prioritised values. This is problematic as values determine your attitudes, along with your judgments, 
choices, actions, and attributions. For instance, a researcher asked 69 undergraduates to rank 36 values in order of 
importance. They then read scenarios concerning a morally questionable business practice and were asked to rate 
how ethical the behaviour was. The students’ opinions about the scenario varied in line with their values. Those 
who perceived the behaviour as immoral tended to value honesty highly. They were also asked whether they would 
intervene. If they would do so or not could be accurately predicted by knowing how highly they valued ambition.

values Direct your behaviour
Research shows that differences in values are related to attitudinal differences such as adolescent sexual attitudes, 
anti-Semitic beliefs, attitudes toward a social message, motives for vacations, parents’ views concerning conformity, 
political attitudes and behaviour, and tolerance towards gang behaviours. Research also indicates that value 
differences are related to differences in behaviour such as adolescent sexual behaviour; buying natural foods or 
personal computers; cheating in examinations; cigarette consumption; communication between adolescents and 
their fathers, mothers, and peers; religious participation; television viewing; and voting by Supreme Court justices.
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to change your life substantially you 
must reprioritize your values
Anyone can become a slightly better version of exactly who they are. If you already value 
health and you are eating relatively sensibly, exercising frequently, getting appropriate sleep, 
keeping your emotions under control by functional thinking, and ensuring you are spending 
appropriate amounts of time with your social networks, then you can relatively easily make a 
health change. For instance, you might take up yoga. However, although the change may be a 
very positive one, it is not going to fundamentally change who you are. To make a fundamental 
change to who you are you have to do the uncomfortable - you have to reprioritize your values.
If an obese man weighing approximately 400 pounds (181 kilogrammes) wants to reduce his 
weight to approximately 180 pounds (approximately 81 kilogrammes), by losing two pounds per 
week, it will take him 110 weeks - or more than two years - to achieve. The most effective way 
for him to achieve such weight loss and keep it off is to consistently eat more sensibly, exercise 
more frequently, get appropriate sleep, keep his emotions under control by functional thinking, 
and obtain vital social support for his endeavours. The only way he will be able to do these five 
things consistently over a two-year period is if he reprioritizes his values, sets goals based on these 
new values, and achieves these goals. Values that he probably did not consider important, such 
as health, beauty, responsibility, and self-respect, must now become a priority. If he maintains 
his previous values then, like most people who lose weight, he will put the weight back on.
There are no inherently correct values. However, there are values that are correct 
for specific behaviours. Said another way, certain values are more likely to result 
in certain actions. For instance, if you value financial security and wisdom, then 
you are likely to keep abreast of the latest developments in your profession 
and pursue further professional development and education.
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most people have similar terminal values
There are few differences in terminal values between males and females. For instance, a 1971 study of 1,430 
American adults found 4 of the top 5 values (and all 3 bottom values) were the same for males and females. Such 
substantial similarity between the sexes has been noted in several other studies. Likewise, whites and blacks have 
similar terminal values. For instance, 3 of the top 5 values (and 2 of the bottom 3 values) were the same for the 
American black and white adults in the 1971 study. This degree of similarity between races has also been noted 
with undergraduates in a private American Christian university. Furthermore, individuals from many countries 
(Australia, Croatia, Germany, India, Singapore, Thailand, United States) also have similar terminal values.

some segments of society Differ in their values
Males and females, whites and blacks, and people in many different countries value Family security, Happiness, 
and Health highly, while not valuing A world of beauty, An exciting life, Pleasure, and Social recognition. The 
biggest difference in the rankings of values is found when comparing different segments of society. For instance, 
60 white married couples, who share partners for the sole purpose of sex, attending a swinging convention in 
Chicago, ranked Inner harmony (third) and Mature love (5th) far higher than any other sample. American 
managers with high levels of the ability to raise others’ levels of motivation and morality, however, rated 
Mature love a low 17th. Not surprisingly, the managers rated A sense of accomplishment their second value.

terminal values
Milton Rokeach believed there are 18 terminal values. He viewed these as end-states of existence. He 
noted we differ as to which of these desirable ultimate circumstances we consider the most important.  
Please consider arranging them in order of their importance to you as guiding principles in your life:

A comfortable life

A sense of accomplishment

A world at peace

A world of beauty

An exciting life

Equality

Family security

Freedom

Happiness

Inner harmony

Mature love

National security

Pleasure

Salvation

Self-respect

Social recognition

True friendship

Wisdom
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instrumental values
Instrumental values are ways of behaving. Although they are all potentially instrumental in the attainment of 
your terminal values, you will consider some more important than others. Please consider arranging Milton 
Rokeach's 18 instrumental values in order of their importance to you as guiding principles in your life:

Ambitious

Broadminded

Capable

Cheerful

Clean

Courageous

Forgiving

Helpful

Honest

Imaginative

Independent

Intellectual

Logical

Loving

Obedient

Polite

Responsible

Self-controlled

instrumental values impact behaviour substantially
Although males and females cherish most instrumental values to the same extent, unlike with terminal values, 
there are a few important gender differences (males value Capable more; females value Forgiving and Loving 
more). Hence, although there are few differences in terminal values between males and females, the means by 
which males and females go about achieving their terminal values will probably be slightly different. Likewise, 
although whites and blacks desire relatively the same instrumental values, unlike with terminal values, there 
are a few important racial differences (whites value Broadminded more; blacks value Clean and Helpful more). 
Consequently, the means by which whites and blacks go about achieving their terminal values will probably be 

slightly different. Furthermore, although 
individuals from different countries share 
some similar instrumental values (being 
Honest and Responsible is highly valued; 
being Courageous, Helpful, and Logical is 
not valued; being Obedient and Imaginative 
is definitely not valued), unlike with 
terminal values, some instrumental values 
(Ambitious, Broadminded, Forgiving, 
Intellectual, Loving) vary substantially 
among individuals of different countries.

Instrumental value rankings differ 
substantially among individuals in 
different segments of society and 
different countries. This explains why, 
even though most people value the same 
terminal values, they may use substantially 
different methods to achieve them.
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prioritise 
values that 
holD you 
accountable
Not knowing which of either set 
of values are important to you will 
probably leave you feeling both 
purposeless and clueless. Thus, 
I strongly advise against valuing 
“being a good person.” This is 
not an effective value because 
it’s vague. You can’t be judged 
on it and so you do not know if 
you have achieved it. Effective 
values are values that hold you 
accountable. In other words, if one 
can clearly assess whether you live 
your life by your values, then your 
values will be more effective. For 
instance, you may be dishonest 
to family members, but still rate 
yourself “a good person”, because 
you can justify your behaviour on 
some pretence. However, if you 
articulate “being a good person” 
as being honest, then it is obvious 
if you are living up to your values.
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Determining your most 
important terminal anD 
instrumental values 
facilitates happiness
If you have a very clear understanding of what 
terminal values are important to you, but you 
are unclear what instrumental values you 
treasure, then although you are likely to have 
some direction in life, you will not know how to 
go about achieving your dreams. Conversely, if 
you are unclear about your terminal values, but 
very certain about your instrumental values, then 
you will probably be directionless, but know how 
you want to get there. Without a doubt you will 
be happier if you have spent time determining 
which of the terminal and instrumental values 
are most important to you. Having done so, you 
will have direction in life and know the means by 
which you are comfortable pursuing such dreams.
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